Quantum dots (QDs) investigated through electron transport measurements often exhibit varying, state-dependent tunnel couplings to the leads. Under specific conditions, weakly coupled states can result in a strong suppression of the electrical current and they are correspondingly called blocking states. Using the combination of conductance and shot noise measurements, we investigate blocking states in carbon nanotube (CNT) QDs. We report negative differential conductance and superPoissonian noise. The enhanced noise is the signature of electron bunching, which originates from random switches between the strongly and weakly conducting states of the QD. Negative differential conductance appears here when the blocking state is an excited state. In this case, at the threshold voltage where the blocking state becomes populated, the current is reduced. Using a master equation approach, we provide numerical simulations reproducing both the conductance and the shot noise pattern observed in our measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Beyond time-averaged current, the measurement of current fluctuations gives insight into the interaction and correlations of charge carriers in mesoscopic transport [1] . Current fluctuation arising from the quantized nature of charge carriers is called shot noise. Non-interacting, independent particles exhibit Poissonian shot noise with spectral density S Poisson = |2e I |, also called Schottky noise, where e is the charge of the carriers and I is the time-averaged current. In general, interactions result in correlations and the suppression or enhancement of shot noise. The Fano factor, defined by F = S/|2e I | measures this modification and the granularity of the current: sub-Poissonian noise (F < 1) is characteristic for anti-bunched charge carriers, while super-Poissonian noise (F > 1) for bunched transport.
Electrical transport and noise phenomena in quantum dots (QDs) have been studied in experimental [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and theoretical works [7] [8] [9] [10] . Theory has shown that in single-level QDs the Pauli exclusion principle and the repulsive Coulomb interaction result in anti-bunching [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, occupation dynamics in multi-level QDs can give rise to bunching, and correspondingly, superPoissonian noise [11] [12] [13] . The electron transport in an interacting two-level system is a telegraphic process if the tunnel couplings of one level are much stronger than of the other [13] . This system supports a high current through the strongly coupled level, which is strongly reduced for random intervals when the weakly coupled level is filled. The electrons transferred in the highly conducting state form bunches and result in enhanced noise. Recently, noise measurements have been applied to probe the correlations induced by the many-body Kondo effect [6] . It has been demonstrated that the increased effective charge results in enhanced shot noise.
In general, such a state in which the QD can be trapped, thus blocking the current, is referred to as a blocking state. We investigate blocking states through conductance and noise spectroscopy in CNT QDs. We encounter strongly enhanced noise (up to F ≈ 8) in different transport regimes, inside and outside Coulomb diamonds. Although the details of the underlying microsopic processes are different, both cases present telegraphic transport, induced by asymmetric tunnel couplings. After providing a qualitative explanation of the observations, we employ the master equation framework developed in Ref. [14] to reproduce the conductance and noise pattern seen in our experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We realize two devices, each one consisting of a quantum dot in a semiconducting carbon nanotube, in order to measure their current noise at microwave frequencies. Device A (B) utilizes an on-chip lumped LC circuit [15] (stub tuner [16, 17] ) for transforming the high QD resistance R into a value close to the characteristic impedance of the microwave elements, Z 0 = 50 Ω. The simplified measurement setup and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a typical device are shown in Fig. 1(a) . The fabrication starts with depositing a 100-nm layer of Nb on an undoped, oxidized silicon substrate. The matching circuit of device A (B) is defined by patterning the Nb layer with e-beam (UV) lithography and reactive-ion etching with Ar-Cl 2 plasma [15, 17] . To avoid the detrimental effects of CNT growth on the microwave properties of the matching circuit, the CNTs are grown on a donor substrate and transferred onto the device substrate by stamping [18] . Further, the selected CNT for device A (B) is contacted with ohmic Ti/Au (Pd/Al 1 ) electrodes. In the same step, a side gate is evaporated for tuning the electrochemical potential of the QD.
Both matching circuits behave as band pass filters around the resonance frequency f 0 ≈ 3 GHz. At full matching, the two circuits provide the same figure of merit in terms of signal-to-noise ratio for power collected in the entire bandwidth, ∆f = FWHM [17] . However, LC circuits offer a significantly larger bandwidth (∆f LC /f 0 ∼ 2 Z 0 /R) compared to stub tuners (∆f stub /f 0 = 4π −1 Z 0 /R), enabling much faster acquisition of signals.
The measurements are performed in a dilution refrigerator at an electronic temperature of T e ≈ 50 mK. First, we characterize the matching circuit by fitting the rf reflectance curve [15, 17] , measured with a vector network analyzer (VNA). Second, the QD differential conductance G = R −1 is calculated from rf reflectance [15, 17] . Third, the QD current noise S I is extracted from the transmitted noise power, measured with a signal and spectrum analyzer (SSA) [15, 17] . In the LC circuit case, we set a acquisition bandwidth of ∆f a,LC = 50 MHz [15] ; in the stub tuner case, we choose ∆f a,stub = 5 MHz. Si-
A SEM image of CNT device connected to a GHz impedance-matching circuit for efficient collection of noise signals. A bias tee enables simultaneous measurement of dc and rf properties. The source electrode is coupled to the on-chip matching circuit, while the drain is connected to the ground plane. Schematics of (b) a lumped LC impedance transformer, used in device A and (c) a stub tuner based on coplanar transmission lines, used in device B. Both matching circuits are fabricated from Nb films and have a resonance frequency of ≈ 3 GHz.
multaneously, the time-averaged current I is recorded with dc readout.
The data of device A are plotted in Figs. 2(a)-(e). Specifically, Fig. 2(a) shows the differential conductance, as a function of bias voltage, V SD , and side gate voltage, V G . Figs. 2(b) depicts the noise spectral density reference, S Poisson = |2e I |. This reference is calculated by scaling the measured current I with 2e. Fig. 2(c) presents the measured noise spectral density, S I , of the QD. Further, the enhanced noise is illustrated in two ways: the QD excess noise, S EP I = S I −|2e I |, appears in Fig. 2(d) and the Fano factor, F = S I /|2e I |, is mapped in Fig. 2(e) . Analogously, the data of device B are plotted in Figs. 2(f)-(j) .
Guides for the eyes highlight the main lines of the differential conductance maps. Both measurements show Coulomb diamonds, from the height of which we extract a charging energy of U c ≈ 15 meV (device A) and U c ≈ 20 meV (device B). The diamonds are labeled with the electron occupation number (e.g. N ). Current through QDs usually consists of sequences in which one electron tunnels from a lead into the dot, increasing N by one, then tunnels out to the other lead, decreasing the charge of the QD-that is sequential tunneling. Each such electron hopping is called a first-order tunneling event. Inside the diamonds, as first-order tunneling is prohibited, the system is in Coulomb blockade.
Outside the diamonds, the blockade is lifted. Also here, the conductance plots exhibit high-G lines starting at a finite bias: about 5 mV (device A) and approximately 2 mV, 8 mV (device B). These lines originate from excited states at a fixed electronic occupation and their threshold bias corresponds to the excitation energy, provided by the bias voltage: |eV SD | = ∆ 0,1 . We designate excited states with a star superscript, e.g. |N * . Therefore, ∆ 0 ≈ 5 meV for state |N * in device A and ∆ 0 ≈ 2 meV, ∆ 1 ≈ 8 meV for states |N * , |(N + 1) * in device B. We now focus on device A. Inside Coulomb diamond N , in the absence of first-order tunneling, a low current still flows due to second-order tunneling (i.e. cotunneling). Cotunneling means that one charge passes coherently, in one event, through both tunnel barriers of the QD. In this process, the charge state of the QD is preserved. Elastic cotunneling does not change the final state of the QD and is possible at any value of the bias voltage. In contrast, inelastic cotunneling (IEC) alters the QD state, e.g. N → N * , the needed energy being provided by the bias voltage, e|V SD | ≥ ∆ 0 . Here, because we observe a conductance increase at the excitation bias, e|V SD | = ∆ 0 [ Fig. 2(a) ], the crucial role is played by IEC. The IEC regime inside the Coulomb diamond appears also in the noise-related maps [ Fig. 2(c) -(e)], with a strong Fano factor enhancement of up to F ≈ 8. Outside the Coulomb diamond, below the excited state lines one observes mostly 0.5 < F < 1, as it is expected for transport in a double tunnel barrier [1, 17] . In the case of device B, the same Coulomb diamond inner structure can be observed as in device A, but the increase of conductance due to IEC is weaker. Another difference is the very pronounced line of negative differential conductance (NDC) starting from the Coulomb diamond N and here depicted in blue. While typically the current rises when the absolute bias voltage increases and a transition enters the bias window, as in device A, here the current is suppressed. However, the NDC ridge is confined to a segment, between the Coulomb diamond edge and a parallel line of high conductance. Regarding the noise produced in device B, the striking feature is the enhanced F ≈ 6 just outside Coulomb diamond N , at negative bias. By comparing the the conductance and Fano factor maps, one can see that this region of enhanced noise is a band bordered by the NDC ridge and parallel to the Coulomb diamond edge.
To summarize, our two key findings are: (i) in device A, strongly super-Poissonian noise inside the Coulomb blockade, above a threshold voltage determined by an excited state and (ii) in device B, strongly super-Poissonian noise outside the Coulomb blockade, involving excited states. The origin of these two findings will be detailed in the following.
MODEL
In this section, we detail a simple model for our QDs, similar to the model used in Ref. [14] , and show how it is projected onto electrochemical-potential diagrams and further onto charge stability diagrams. Lastly, we place transport mechanisms on the stability diagram.
The QD is described by a spinless model, with states labeled by the electronic occupation number:
The star superscript denotes an excited state, e.g. |N is a ground state, |N * is an excited state, and both states have N electrons. The corresponding QD energies are:
where 0 is the kinetic and confinement energy of an additional charge and U c is the charging energy for double occupancy. The excitation energies ∆ 0 and ∆ 1 , different from each other by virtue of many-body effects, are free parameters in our model. Fig. 3 (a) illustrates the energy levels (horizontal lines) and possible transitions between them. Each sketched transition (a dashed vertical arrow) between two states |N and |M that differ by one electron represents the addition energy µ N ↔M = |E N − E M |, also known as chemical-potential level. We order these transitions in Fig. 3(b) , from a common potential offset, which is proportional to −|e|V G . The result of their ordering is Fig. 3(c) , showing the chemical-potential diagram of the QD. The transitions pictured in a chemical-potential diagram are involved in first-order tunneling (i.e. electron tunneling through a barrier) and second-order cotunneling (i.e. electron cotunneling, mediated by virtual states). Furthermore, the internal excitation or relaxation are transitions between same-charge states, that do not involve tunneling.
Depicting transitions in a charge stability diagram is the aim of Fig. 3(d) . Here, we remind the significance of various lines in the (V G , V SD ) maps. Fig. 3(c) .
Before placing significant transport mechanisms on the stability diagram, we explain the dashed lines and define several distinct regions. Dashed lines correspond to transitions involving the excited state |N * and we conveniently call them excited lines. The most typical excited lines are the lead-resonant N ± 1 ↔ N * transitions. Outside the Coulomb diamond, they start at voltage biases |eV SD | = ∆ 0 . Inside the diamond, together with the horizontal line |e|V SD = −∆ 0 , the excited lines form the regions II, II', III [19] .
A particular dashed line in Fig. 3(d) is the purple one below diamond N . It corresponds to the sourceresonant N * ↔ (N + 1) * transition. This excited line, together with its neighboring gray and blue excited lines, define below diamond N the regions X, Y, Z. One can establish that the right corner of X is situated at a bias |e|V SD = −∆ 1 . Indeed, in the charge stability diagram, two lines intersect at a bias given by their level difference in Figs. 3(b) or (c) .
The first-and second-order transport processes, and eventually their interplay, are mapped in the following.
For sequential tunneling to occur, a QD transition level is needed in the bias window of the QD, that is between the Fermi levels of the two leads. For instance, Fig. 3(e) shows the full gray line in the bias windowthis is equivalent, on a charge stability diagram, to the point (V G , V SD ) being in the cone of the two full gray lines. Regions II and III, in the cone of the dashed blue lines, exhibit sequential tunneling through the transition Of particular interest inside the IEC triangles are the sidebands delimited by the excited lines (e.g. regions II+III and II'+III in negative bias). As pointed out above, these regions also allow sequential tunneling through state |N * . This combination of IEC effective ex-
−→ N * , with sequential transport through the excited state is often labeled as cotunneling-assisted sequential tunneling (COSET) [19] . In the absence of IEC, other excitation mechanisms are outweighed by relaxation. Therefore, at a bias below the excitation energy, relaxation annuls the probability of the excited state and hence the sequential tunneling through it; this is why excited lines do not appear at low bias, |eV SD | < ∆ 0 .
INTERPRETATION
We further investigate our noise data within the model, by looking for transitions through which tunneling is relatively weak. These may indicate a delayed-escape path from a reachable state. Such a particular state is referred below as a blocking state.
First, we match the large-Fano-factor data of the two devices onto labeled regions of Fig. 3(d) . For device A, we expect inside diamond N the existence of regions II, II', III. For device B, we argue that the band below diamond N is region X. The involved processes are summarized in Figs. 4 and 5 .
Inside the Coulomb diamond N of device A, IEC triangles are indicated by current and by differentialconductance lines [ Fig. 2(b),(a) ]. The triangles are entirely covered by the COSET sidebands, composed by regions II, II', III. Hence, both IEC and sequential tunneling are present. cause cotunneling is a second-order process, the IEC rate, Γ SD N →N * , is relatively weak, hence the blocking time is relatively long. Thus, electronic-flow periods alternate with zero-current periods, implying telegraphic transport, i.e. augmented noise. This is indeed what the Fano factor map [ Fig. 2(e) ] reveals. We stress here that the relaxation rate (wavy gray arrow) should be lower than the sequential-tunneling rates (orange and blue arrows) in order allow alternation of current and blocking periods, i.e. super-Poissonian noise.
Therefore, for device A we have pointed out a blocking state, |N , connected to other QD states by a low-rate tunneling process, IEC. The IEC rate is usually weak enough to assure an increased Fano factor. In the simple case of all-identical tunneling couplings, and zero relaxation rate, a theoretical value F = 2 is predicted [14] . Furthermore, F can be substantially boosted by reducing the IEC rate, e.g. when weakening the tunneling via transitions involved in IEC. The slower IEC escape keeps the QD in the blocking state a longer time and thus increases the transport telegraphicity. Impeded tunneling, resulting in rarer IEC, is graphically suggested in the chemical-potential diagrams of Fig. 4 by gray rectangles in the two tunnel barriers, at the heights of the N ↔ N ± 1 transitions.
Device B exhibits its highest Fano factor below diamond N , in a range that we will show corresponds to region X. The bias window of this region contains two transitions, N * → N + 1 and N → N + 1 (see the chemical-potential diagrams in Fig. 5 ). Like for the other device, we explain, by means of a blocking state, the telegraphic transport signaled by the strong Fano factor. For that, we can suppose that one of the tunneling rates shown in the graph is weak. We assume for the moment that tunneling from source via transition N * → N + 1 is slow. Provided that the relaxation of |N * is slower or of same order, |N * becomes a blocking state. Leaving the blocking state through the transition N * → N +1 (magenta arrow) or through relaxation (gray arrow) triggers sequential tunneling (the transport sequence N+1
, suggested by orange and blue arrows), ended when the systems falls back into |N * . As opposed to COSET, the escape path to transport is not a second-order process (IEC), but a weakly lead-coupled tunneling event or internal relaxation. Because the blocking state is due to the weakly coupled tunneling, we are naming this phenomenon sequential tunneling intermitted by weak coupling, SETWEC. As in COSET, the telegraphic character of the transport induces an enhanced Fano factor. Fig. 3(d)] . The difference between the two candidates is the transition that lifts the blocking state if entering the bias window: |N ( * ) is lifted by a transition from this state, namely the source-resonant N ( * ) → (N + 1) * . This transition is also the bottomright edge of the high-F band. Our choice, leading to the edge N * → (N + 1) * , is therefore the correct one. We remind that the right corner of region X and that of the measured high-F band are the same bias, |e|V SD = −∆ 1 .
Subsequently, we discuss qualitatively the presence of the differential conductance at some boundaries of the studied regions. For device A, we place ourselves in region II. If the bias voltage increases such that transition N ↔ N + 1 enters the bias window, one goes outside region II, across the Coulomb diamond edge. In consequence, the quantum state graph (Fig. 4) gains one arrow, from |N to |N + 1 . The electronic transport consists now not only of rare cotunneling events (e.g. N → N * , red arrow) and sequential tunneling through level N * ↔ N + 1 (loop of orange and cyan arrows), but also sequential tunneling through level N ↔ N + 1 (loop formed by the green arrow and the newly added arrow). The orange-cyan loop is faster than the new loop because of higher tunneling rates; indeed, transition N * ↔ N + 1 is more strongly connected to leads than N ↔ N + 1. If including the latter in the bias window would only result in the replacement of some faster sequences by slower sequences, then the current would diminish (and the Coulomb diamond edge would exhibit NDC). However, below region II, current grows (meaning positive differential conductance on the Coulomb diamond edge) because the access to the fast, orange-cyan loop solidly increases: in region II, this access is granted by inelastic cotunneling (red arrow) and excitation; below region II, it is substantially raised by transition N → N + 1.
For device B, transport in region X (Fig. 5 ) is carried by fast and slow tunneling sequences (orange-cyan and green-red loops, respectively). If the bias voltage decreases such that the weakly coupled transition, N * → N + 1, exits the bias window, only the fast, orange-cyan loop remains in the quantum state graph. Hence, each slow tunneling sequence is substituted by several fast sequences. Therefore, the bias voltage decrease results in a current increase, synonym to NDC 2 Nonetheless, were the rate Γ D N * ,N +1 weak, a high-F band would rather appear in the positive-bias domain.
on the crossed boundary of region X. In a charge stability diagram, this boundary is the line given by the resonance between level N * → N + 1 and the drain. If the weakly coupled transition were N → N + 1 instead of N * → N + 1, then the NDC line candidate would be a different boundary of region X, namely the Coulomb diamond edge; yet, NDC would not occur here, for reasons exposed for device A, region II.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In order to validate our interpretations, we run numerical simulations. To calculate the conductance and the current noise, we employ the master equation approach developed in Ref. [14] . The master equation describes transitions between the QD states due to (a) first-and second-order tunneling trough the barriers of the QD and (b) internal relaxation and excitation. The transition rates can be found in Ref. [14] .
For both devices, we simulate three Coulomb diamonds, labeled again as N − 1, N , and N + 1. The charging energy is U c = 1 meV. We set the temperature k B T = 4 · 10 
The relaxation rates are 10 −3 Γ 0 , unless specified. The excitation rates, proportional to the respective relaxation rates, are described by the Bose-Einstein distribution function.
To reproduce the essential features of our data, our calculation utilizes a minimal number of states and a small number of distinct tunneling amplitudes. A more detailed reproduction can be further obtained with more parameters.
For the simulation of device A [ Fig. 6(a-e) ], an excited state is introduced at ∆ 0 = 0.35 · U c above the ground state |N . We weaken tunneling for ground-state transitions (t * ; the only transition corresponding to this position is, like in our interpretation, N * ↔ (N +1) * . We note that without including the excited state (N + 1) * in the model, this escape process is absent and region X extends infinitely, as shown in Ref. [14] . Further parameters were tuned in the calculation for the secondary purpose of reducing the conductance of the excited line N ↔ (N +1)
* resonant with the source: t S N,(N +1) * = 0.1. Obtaining Fano factor values beyond certain thresholds is not possible without an extra ingredient, on which we elaborate here. As derived in Ref. [13] , the Fano factor of the super-Poissonian noise in a telegraphic system is described by the expression
where n is the average number of electrons in a sequential-tunneling bunch and P off the occupation probability of the blocking state. A simple analysis, done in the absence of internal relaxation and excitation, is presented in Appendix B. It shows that a higher P off is produced when the blocking-state escape rate is lower than the other tunneling rates. P off approaches 1 in the case of a strongly blocking state. The additional ingredient, n , is given by the relative strength of the tunneling path that keeps the current on. Concretely, we demonstrate that n is the ratio of the rates illustrated by the cyan and the green arrow respectively (Figs. 4, 5) . With all tunneling rates equal except for the escape path, Eq. 6 leads to F ≤ 3. A simulation of device B confirms the limit F 3 in the special case P off 1 (namely, when tunneling out of the blocking state is extremely low). Our general calculations do reach Fano factors above 3 because of the risen number of charges in a bunch, caused by the tunneling imbalances t 
CONCLUSIONS
We identify Fano factor corresponding to markedly super-Poissonian noise in two devices. We propose a model which allows to explain the observed F > 1 regions in a consistent way. In the exposure of the underlying quantum transport processes, we show that the concept of blocking state is central in the occurrence of enhanced noise. Escaping the blocking state leads to electronic flow for a certain time, until the system falls back into the blocking state. This gives rise to a telegraphic pattern of charge transport, consisting of a random set of charge packages, which determines the enhanced Fano factor. We have identified and proven two mechanisms that can generate telegraphic transport: (i) In COSET (cotunneling-assisted electron tunneling) the blocking state is the ground state of the Coulomb blockade and can be left by cotunneling. If it is fled to an excited state, a transport channel may open. (ii) Outside the Coulomb blockade, when the bias window contains two coupled transitions involving the same charge states, e.g. N ↔ N+1 and N * ↔ N+1. If one state, e.g. |N * , is weakly coupled, then it becomes a blocking state, causing again telegraphic transport. We term this process sequential tunneling intermitted by weak coupling (SETWEC). SETWEC can be accompanied by negative differential conductance. the tunneling of one electron from lead α into the QD. Tunneling rates are proportional to tunneling probabilities, namely the magnitude squared of lead couplings:
We suppose that tunnel couplings do not depend on V G and V SD . Moreover, considering only real values, their notation simplifies:
In a sequential process, two tunneling rates are involved, e.g.
The tunneling rate of an IEC process, Γ SD N →N * , accounts for both |N −1 and |N +1 as possible virtual states:
(10) The V G and V SD dependence of the tunneling rates is explicitly taken into account by means of Fermi-Dirac distribution functions. For details, consult Ref. [14] .
APPENDIX B
The Fano factor in the telegraphic picture can be written as F = 1 + 2 n P 2 off [13] . Here we apply this formula to a specific case and derive expressions for its two ingredients: the probability of the QD to be off, P off , and the average number of electrons in a bunch, n . A bunch is a package of charge carriers that flow one by one through the QD. The QD is considered to be off when no bunch is flowing through. We evaluate a QD with states |N , |N * , |N + 1 and transition rates γ 1,2,3,4 , as shown in Fig. 7 . This is a simplified model of device B in region X (compare with Fig. 5 ). We assume that the transport is unidirectional, i.e. the QD is always filled from the source electrode, and emptied into the drain. This is ensured by the bias voltage. The QD exhibits telegraphic transport if, for instance, the escape rate from state |N * is much lower than the rates in the left loop (N +1 ↔ N ). We formulate a master equation for the probabilities p j to be in state |j :
By solving the master equation in the steady state, dp/dt = 0, we find the occupation probability of state |N * :
For an escape rate much smaller than the falling rate, γ 3 γ 2 , the off state of the system is equivalent to being in the blocking state: P off = p N * . Eq. 12 already shows that a bigger P off = p N * is produced by smaller values of the escape rate, γ 3 . With γ 3 γ 2 and γ 4 γ 1 , one gets
In this limit, essentially the number of electrons in a bunch, n , determines Fano factor. The average number of electrons in one bunch is
and can be derived as follows: In state |N + 1 , the probability to fall in the blocking state, |N * , is p b = γ 2 /(γ 2 + γ 4 ), while the probability to go to state |N isp b ≡ 1−p b . Therefore, the probability that n electrons sequentially tunnel before blocking is P (n) =p b =p b /p b = γ 4 /γ 2 , reads as in Eq. 14. In this analysis, the electron that tunnels into the QD and switches it on (N * → N + 1) is not considered to belong to the consequent bunch. In conclusion, under the condition of slow escape from a blocking state, super-Poissonian noise can still substantially grow from the imbalance of tunneling rates related to the pre-blocking state, |N + 1 .
A limit case arises when tunneling out of |N + 1 is balanced: γ 4 = γ 2 . In this situation, super-Poissonian noise is characterized by a Fano factor F = 1 + 2P 2 off ≤ 3. If in addition γ 3 /γ 2 → 0, then F → 3.
A similar analysis can be done for a QD described by the state graph of Fig. 4 , in the absence of cotunneling and internal excitation and relaxation.
